
WORKING WITH COLOR
The Neo Impressionist painters focused heavily on inventive and dynamic color techniques. These brushes 
will get you thinking seriously about color too.

Depending on the brush, any multitude of dots are painted with a few stokes on a pressure sensitive 
tablet. These individual dots are painted with varying colors in a mostly random pa�ern that can be 
controlled to a large degree with your Foreground and Background color selections.

CHANGING THE COLOR SETTINGS
These automatic color se�ings help make the individual dots feel like they are hand painted. But you may 
not always want to paint this way. The color se�ings are easily edited in the Brush Control Panel.

A Yellow Foreground and Red Background will
blend toward orange.

The same Yellow Foreground and Blue Background 
instead will blend toward green.

Turn o� random color. Open the Brush Control Panel 
(Windows/Brush or F5). Uncheck the Color Dynamics box. 
Now you can paint with the solid foreground color only. 
Click the lock bu�on and all the brushes will work this way 
until you unlock and everything returns to their defaults.

Remove Background Color Ji�er. Leave the Color Dynamics 
box checked. Slide the Foreground/Background Ji�er down 
to 0%. Now you will be painting with just a slight ji�er that is 
based on the foreground color alone.

Pressure Sensitive Color.  Leave the Color Dynamics box 
checked. Slide the Foreground/Background Ji�er to 0%. 
Select Pen Pressure from the Control pull down menu. 
Now light pen pressure will paint with the foreground color, heavy pressure will paint background color 
and any amount of pressure in between will mix the two colors. If you find yourself using these edited 
brushes o�en, you might want to save them as your own custom tool presets.



CROSS

LUCE

Jumbo Rugged So�

For painting base backgrounds. Usually colors
that will contrast with the dots painted on top.

The NEO SMALL, MEDIUM and LARGE headers
are sharp erasers for deleting unwanted dots.

Dense Loose

Random spla�er textures. Mostly good for 
adding texture and color ji�er to backgrounds.

PILLET

Dense

Jot Freehand

Loose Scant

Organized dots. Depending on how you paint
them, the dots can become very disorganized. 
The Freehand brush can paint lines or dots. 
Each individaual stroke will change color very
slightly and you can vary the dot size with 
pen pressure.

SEURAT

Solid Dense Loose

Scant Jot Freehand

Teardrop shaped brush strokes. Solid, Loose, 
Dense and Scant are for larger fields of color.
Jot will drop in a single dot right where you need 
it or fill detail areas with lots of strokes. Freehand 
paints one dot at a time and gives you more 
control over the direction of the strokes as they 
fade. The Seurat header makes a string of dots.

Rough, natural brush strokes. The Signac header 
will make a line or dots and dashes. Solid, Dense, 
Loose and Scant will fill large areas with ji�ery 
color. Rake has a more even pa�ern. Jot will drop 
a single dot or a series of dots. Freehand gives 
you control over the stroke direction.

PISSARRO

LooseDense Scant

Jot Line

A natural stroke, sharp edge on one side and 
dithering out on the other. Dense, Loose and 
Scant are for filling larger fields with color. 
Jot will drop in a single dot right where you need 
it. Line will sharpen up edges or fill in detail 
areas with dense ji�ery color.

A rough series of dots and dashes that follow 
your pen stokes in di�erent densities. With heavy 
pen pressure and scrubbing over the same area, 
the dots bloom and expand in interesting and 
abstract ways. Limned paints a more controlled 
line with varying color hues. 
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